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the 2000 Olympic Games had a unique Australian flavor, of their

multicultural communities.A noticeable B conspicuous C implicit D

indicative 2. Most people tend to think they are so efficient at their

job that they are .A inaccessible B irreversible C immovable D

irreplaceable3.All the finished products are stored in a of the delivery

port and shipping is available at any time.A garage B cabinet C

capsule D warehouse 4. In our highly technological society, the

number of jobs for unskilled workers is .来源：www.examda.com A

shrinking B obscuring C altering D constraining 5. There was once a

town in this country where all life seemed to live in with its

surroundings.A coincidence B harmony C uniform D alliance 6. His

argument does not suggest that mankind can to be wasteful in the

utilization of these resources.A resort B grant C afford D

entitle7.Once you get to know your mistakes, you should them as

soon as possible.A rectify B reclaim C refrain D reckon 8. The town

planning commission said that their financial outlook for the next

year was optimistic. They expect increased tax .A efficiency B

revenues C privileges D validity9. It is true that a wild plant into a

major food crop such as wheat requires much research time.A

multiplying B breeding C magnifying D generating 10. Although

there are occasional outbreaks of gunfire, we can report that rebellion

has in the main been .A cancelled B destroyed C suppressed D



restrained11. I think we need to see an investment before we make

and expensive mistake.A guide B entrepreneur C consultant D

assessor 12.Improved consumer confidence is to an economic

recovery.A subordinate B cumulative C crucial D satisfactory 13.

The members of Parliament were that the government had not

consulted them.A impatient B tolerant C crude D indignant

14.Starting with the that there is life on the plant Mars, the scientists

went on to develop his argument.A premise B pretext C foundation

D presentation 来源：www.examda.com 15.If you want to get into

that tunnel, you first have to away all the rocks.A repel B haul C

transfer D dispose 16. The law on drinking and driving is stated.A

extravagantly B empirically C exceptionally D explicitly 17. It is

through learning that the individual many habitual ways of reacting

to situations.A retains B gains C achieves D acquires来源

：www.examda.com 18.When you put up wallpaper, should you

the edges or put them next to each other.A coincide B extend C

overlap D collide19. IN this country, survival is still the leading

industry. all the else is .A luxury B accommodation C entertainment

D refreshment 20. A 1994 World Bank report concluded that girls in

school was probably the single most effective anti-poverty policy in

the developing world today.A assigning B admitting C involving D

enrolling 21.Put on dark glasses or the sun will you and you won’t

be able to see.A discern B distort C distract D dazzle 22. They

believed that this was not the of their campaign for equality but

merely the beginning.A climax B maximum C pitch D summit 23.As

the mountains were covered with a of cloud, we couldn’t see the



tops.A film B shade C veil D coating24.His confused us: we did not

know which of the two roads to take.A ambiguous B complicated C

arbitrary D intricate 来源：www.examda.com 25. The manager

tried to wave aside these issues as details that would be settled later.A

alternate B trivial C versatile D preliminary26.The children cheered

up when they saw hundreds of colorful balloons slowly into the

sky.A floating B raising C heaving D ascending 27.Doctors are often

caught in a because they have to decide whether they should tell their

patients the truth or not.A puzzle B perplexity C dilemma D

bewilderment28. My sister is quite and plans to get an M.A. degree

within one year.A aggressive B enthusiastic C ambitious D

considerate 29. All the guests were invited to attend the wedding and

had a very good time.A feast B congratulations C festival D

recreation 30. Each workday, the workers followed the same

schedules and rarely from this routine.来源：www.examda.com A

deviated B disconnected C detached D distorted Key: 1-----10
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